In this paper we propose a new method, based on R-C similar transformation method, to study classi cation for the magic squares of order 5. The R-C similar transformation is de ned by exchanging two rows and related two columns of a magic square. Many new results for classi cation of the magic squares of order 5 are obtained by the R-C similar transformation method. Relationships between basic forms and R-C similar magic squares are discussed. We also propose a so called GMV (generating magic vector) class set method for classi cation of magic squares of order 5, presenting 42 categories in total.
Introduction
A (classical) semi-magic square of order n is an n × n matrix formed by n consecutive integers, { , , . . . , n }, such that the sum of each row and each column are the same. This sum is called magic sum and denoted by µn. It is easy to see that µn = n(n + )/ . For example, µ = , µ = , and µ = . A semi-magic square of order n is called magic square if the sums of its two diagonals are equal to µn.
The rst magic square
was found by a Chinese. With a history of more than 3000 years, the magic square has been an attractive topic in mathematics and related research and applications. There is a rich literature on this interesting topic. Pickover [8] and Wu [10] gave a good introduction to the magic square and its development. However, the magic square is still mysterious and there are a lot of open questions to be solved. Classi cation is an important one of them. A lot of researchers such as Ollerenshaw and Bondi [7] , Chu and Styan [2] , and Fang, Luo and Zheng [3] studied the classi cations of magic squares of order 3 and 4. Denote the set of magic squares of order n by Mn. When the order n increases the number of magic squares in Mn is exponentially growing. For example, the amount of magic squares is 7040 in M and 2,202,441,792 in M . As a consequence, there are much less publications on classi cation for the magic squares of order 5. For a related article, the readers can refer to Candy [1] . Now let us review some useful concepts for classi cation.
A. Basic form
The basic form is a natural approach for classi cation. Two magic squares of order n should belong to the same basic form if one square can be obtained from the other by some transformations which form a transformation group (see [11] ). For example, two transformations: anticlockwise rotation of and re ection are used for M and M . By this approach there are 1 basic form for M , and 880 basic forms for M . Schroeppel [9] considered the following transformations for de ning a basic form of M . For any M ∈ M s : rotate M 90 degrees anticlockwise; by repeated use of s we can obtain 3 other magic squares in M ; s : ip M about the main diagonal which means to transpose of M, i.e., M T ;
s : exchange the rst and fth rows and columns of M, simultaneously; s : exchange rows and columns of M as follows: row 1 ⇔ row 2, row 4 ⇔ row 5, column 1 ⇔ column 2, and column 4 ⇔ column 5, simultaneously.
By the above transformations we can obtain 31 other magic squares from a given M ∈ M . The total 32 magic squares form a basic form of M . There are 68,826,306 basic forms for M pointed out in [9] .
B. Additional balance For classi cation purposes another approach is to request some additional balance conditions. In the literature some speci c subclasses are de ned. For example, (a) A pandiagonal magic square is the magic square whose broken (or co-)diagonals have the same magic sum; (b) An associative or symmetric magic square of order n is a magic square of order n satisfying m ij + m n−i+ ,n−j+ = n + , i, j = , . . . , n, where the m ij are elements of the magic square M.
De nition 1. (Complementary pairs)
If the sum of two elements in a magic square of order n is equal to n + , these two elements are called a complementary pair (CP for short) and the sum n + is called complementary sum.
For the order four, the complementary sum equals 17. The complementary pairs are: (1,16), (2, 15) , (3, 14) , (4,13), (5, 12) , (6, 11) , (7, 10) , (8, 9) . For the order ve, the complementary sum is 26 and the complementary pairs are: (1, 25) , (2, 24) , (3, 23) ,· · · , (11, 15) , (12, 14) . The pair (13,13) can be considered as an exception complementary pair. For example, the matrix
is a symmetric magic square as
M is also a pandiagonal magic square, since all its broken diagonals have the same magic sum 65.
C. Complement matrix Let M = (m ij ) ∈ Mn and de ne M c = (n + − m ij ). M c is also a magic square and is called the complement to M. By this property Gardner [4] proposed a classi cation for M by the center element m = i, denoted by C i , i = , . . . , , and gave the number of magic squares in each subclass. Obviously, two subclasses C i and C −i have the same number of magic squares. Thus we only need to study basic forms of C i , i = , . . . , with the total amount of 36,798,121 basic forms instead of 68,826,306.
D. Generating magic vector
The approach by the use of so-called generating magic vectors has been considered by many authors. De ne a domain on the set Ωn = { , , . . . , n } as follows
Each vector in An is called generating magic vector (GMV for short) of order n. Candy [1] called GMV a complementary combination and Ollerenshaw and Bondi [7] used the word "Frénicle quad" and called the set An as the "Frénicle quadse". A consists of 86 GMVs and A consists of 1394 GMVs. By employing the GMV concept, Fang, Luo and Zheng [3] de ned an isomorphism of two magic squares as follows:
A magic square M of order n involves ( n + ) n-vectors (n rows, n columns and 2 diagonal vectors) with the same sum µn. Sort these vectors in descending order and denote the set of the n row vectors and n column vectors of M by V(M) and the set of ( n + ) n-vectors by V + (M). In this way, an isomorphism of two magic squares can be de ned as follows. Obviously, the concept of the weak isomorphism can be applied to semi-magic squares.
De nition 2. Two magic squares
For the magic squares of order 4, many people gave various classi cation methods. The methods usually involve two aspects: Algebra and graphs. The algebra aspect includes the following methods: the transformation groups [3, 11] , and eigenvalues and eigenvectors [3] . The graph aspect includes Anderson graphs [3] , Dudeney types [10] , Frénicle-Amela patterns and distributions of small numbers [12] . However, it is very difcult to extend these methods from order 4 to order 5. In this paper, we focus on the classi cation of magic squares of order 5. Lin, Liu, Fang and Deng [5] discovered some properties of M that can be considered as an extension of Frénicle-Amela patterns in order 5. In this paper, we employ two important tools: GMV and the R-C similar transformation (that will be de ned in Section3) for classi cation of M .
Generating Magic Vector
According to the ideas of GMV, Candy [1] proposed a method to classify GMVs of order 5 into 4 classes. We modify his classi cation and propose a way to group M by a new method: the GMV class set.
. Classi cation by the GMV class set
Candy [1] proposed that the GMVs in A can be classi ed into four classes: GMVs with two complementary pairs, with one complementary pair, with no complementary pairs but containing "13" as well as with no complementary pairs and not containing "13". We combine the third and fourth class into one class. The followings are the revised classes:
Class I: GMVs with two complementary pairs. Class II: GMVs with one complementary pair. Class III: GMVs with no complementary pairs.
The 1394 GMVs in A are classi ed as follows: For a given M ∈ M , let the number of GMVs of M belonging to Classes I, II and III be n , n , and n , respectively. Notice that n + n + n = . And we say that M belongs to the GMV class set [n , n , n ] if M has n GMVs in Class I, n GMVs in Class II and n GMVs in Class III. For example, M in (2) has 4 GMVs in Class I, no GMV in Class II and 8 GMVs in Class III. Therefore, it belongs to the GMV class set [4, 0, 8] . Table 1 gives the number of basic forms of magic squares of order 5 in each GMV class set. Table 1 we can obtain several properties of classi cation by the GMV class set:
1. Property A: When n = , the center element of M must be 13 and there are 4 GMVs passing through element 13. Proof: A GMV in Class I implies it contains 13 as − × = . n = implies there are 4 GMVs which contain 13. This only occurs when m = .
Property B:
n = implies ≤ n ≤ and ≤ n ≤ ; n = implies ≤ n ≤ and ≤ n ≤ ; n = implies ≤ n ≤ and ≤ n ≤ ; n = implies ≤ n ≤ and ≤ n ≤ . Proof: Given an M ∈ M , there are 12 GMVs and 12 CPs. When n = j (j = , , ), the number of CPs becomes − j. We have
A GMV that contains element 13 belongs to either Class I or Class III. Among the 12 GMVs of M, there are at least 2 GMVs containing 13. So, when n = , max(n ) = − = , min(n ) = − − = . Other properties are similar to prove. 3. Property C: GMV Class set [4, 3, 5] does not exist.
Proof: When n = , the number of CPs is − × = . The sum of elements in these four GMVs is equal to × + = . The sum of left eight elements is equal to × − = .
Suppose n = , we have − × = . So the left pair of two elements is also a CP and it lies in the same GMV. Thus the GMV class set [4, 3, 5] cannot exist.
Property D:
All the associative magic squares of order 5 belong to GMV class set [4, 0, 8] . Proof: Since all the complementary pairs of an associative magic square of order ve are central symmetric to the center 13, they must be in the GMV class set [4, 0, 8] . The square M also demonstrates this fact.
R-C Similar transformation
It is well known that the similar transformation plays an important role in linear algebra. In this section, we consider a special kind of similar transformation for studying the classi cation of M .
De nition 3. Let A and B be two n × n matrices. B is said to be similar to A if there exists a nonsingular matrix
Regarding transformation s or s in Section 1, a special kind of S, a so-called permutation matrix, is employed to study the classi cation of M .
De nition 4. A permutation matrix is a square binary matrix that has exactly one entry of 1 in each row and each column and 0s elsewhere.
Let P represent a permutation matrix, it is known: 1) P is an orthogonal matrix, i.e PP T = P T P = I, thus P T = P − .
2) The product of two permutation matrices is also a permutation matrix.
3) Any permutation matrix can be expressed as the product of a nite number of R-C (i, j)-matrices, which is de ned as follows.
. R-C similar transformation 
The transformation (3) is called R-C similar transformation and P ij is called R-C (i, j)-matrix.
Obviously, P ij is symmetric so M ij = P ij MP ij . If we exchange more than two rows and corresponding columns of M simultaneously, we have
where M * is a similar matrix to M and P = P ij P kl Puv is a permutation matrix, but P is not necessarily symmetric. De ne a speci c class of similar transformations M * = P T MP, where P ∈ Pn and Pn is the set of matrices whose element is a product of a nite number of R-C (i, j)-matrices. For simplicity, this transformation is still called R-C similar transformation.
De nition 6. Let M ∈ Mn and assume
Clearly, it is not necessary that each R-C similar matrix to M is SMS. 
where P is the identical transformation; P = P , which exchanges th row with th row and th column with th column, simultaneously; P = P ; and P = P . These 4 permutation matrices are symmetric, while P = P P and P = P P are not symmetric. Applying these R-C permutation matrices to M in (1), we obtain six R-C similar matrices below
In the above 6 matrices, there are same row-GMVs: (1, 6, 8) , (3, 5, 7) , and (2, 4, 9) ; 3 column-GMVs: (3, 4, 8) , (1, 5, 9) , and (2, 6, 7) ; and the same main diagonal GMV (2, 5, 8) . There are 3 di erent vice diagonal GMVs: (4, 5, 6) , (1, 2, 3) , and (7, 8, 9) (1, 4, 7) , (2, 5, 8) and (3, 6, 9) . If we consider the transpose of M , , i.e., M , and implement the 6 R-C similar transformations to M , , we obtain 2 magic squares (SMSs), M , and M , and 4 semi-magic squares with vice diagonal GMVs: (4, 5, 6) , (1, 2, 3) , and (7, 8, 9) .
This example gives us a hint for more general cases. Proof. Obviously, M ij de ned in (3) has the same row-GMVs and column-GMVs with M. Here we only give a proof for the main diagonal. For any R-C similar transformation (3), it exchanges m ii and m jj of M. So the element set of the main diagonal will not change after R-C similar transformations. It is easy to see that if element m ij is on the vice diagonal of M, then i + j = n + and m j i must be on the vice diagonal. After the R-C similar transformation P ij the vice diagonal elements m ij and m ji change to m ji and m ij , respectively. Now, we can obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let M ∈ Mn and its similar matrix M * = P T MP, where P ∈ Pn and Pn is the set of matrices whose element is a product of nite number of R-C (i, j)-matrices, i.e. Pn = {P
ij , where {k:
Next, we will study the behavior of magic squares of order 4 and 5 in the sense of the number of SMS generated from M by all possible R-C similar transformations, denoted by n(M), that is cardinality of the set
.
R-C similar transformations on magic squares of order 4
According to Theorem 1, R-C similar transformation on a magic square will only change the GMV of the vice diagonal to be a non GMV. Thus, the key point in letting a similar matrix to be a similar magic square is to keep its vice diagonal being a GMV after R-C similar transformation.
There are 24 permutation matrices of order 4. So, we can obtain 24 similar matrices from one magic square of order 4. Thus, we focus on the vice diagonals of these 24 similar matrices. Let M be a magic square of order four Therefore, the similar matrix M * is a SMS if one of the following conditions is satis ed:
Notice that equation (5) is always satis ed, since {m , m , m , m } form the vice diagonal of the original magic square M . If M can satisfy more equations above, it shows that this M has more balance properties. Therefore, we can use this consideration for classi cation of M as follows: Category A: Satisfying only one equation (5) Thus one kind of vice diagonal can represent eight similar matrices. Table 2 shows the classi cation result. There are 3456 magic squares of M satisfying three equations, which means that the 24 similar matrices of each of them are all SMSs; no magic square satis es exactly two equations of three. 
Theorem 2. Each M ∈ M can satisfy equation (5). An M ∈ M satis es equation (6) if and only if it satis es equation (7).
The proof is straightforward. 
. Classi cation for M based on R-C similar transformations
denote a magic square in M . There are totally 120 permutation matrices of order 5 and we can obtain 120 similar matrices from M . Among these 120 R-C similar matrices we nd that there exists only 15 vice diagonal GMVs that can be divided into 5 groups (in spite of order of the vice diagonal elements):
Notice that the vice diagonals in each Group i contain one same element m ii that appears in the middle of the vice diagonal.
Permuting elements of vice diagonal, we only need to permute other four elements except m ii (keep it at the middle) and obtain eight vice diagonals. Take the rst kind of vice diagonal as example:
Applying the 120 R-C similar transformations to M , we obtain 15 kinds of similar matrices in the sense of vice diagonal GMV.
If M * is a similar magic square to M , then M must satisfy one equation among (V − ), . . . , (V − )
below. By the permutations in (9), we obtain 7 other SMSs. Therefore, there are at least eight SMSs to M when M satis es one of the equations below:
Any M ∈ M must satisfy equation (V-7), therefore for each M there exists at least 8 SMSs.
Recall the number of SMSs of a given M is denoted by n(M). It can be regarded as a criterion for comparing balance of M ∈ M in the sense of R-C similar transformations. If an M ∈ M satis es more equations above, it shows that this M occupies more balance properties. According to our calculation, the largest number for satisfying the above equations is 9. In this case, each magic square satis es 9 equations accommodating = × SMSs. Therefore, we can use this fact to classify M into 9 groups, denoted by G , . . . , G , where M ∈ G j satis es exactly j equations among (V − ), . . . , (V − ), for j = , . . . , . Recall from Section 1, C i represents the subset of M with center element i and de ne
and let n i,j be the number of basic forms of magic squares in M i,j .
. Basic forms and R-C similar transformations
We have mentioned the basic forms under the transformations s to s for magic squares of order 5 in Section 1. According to Theorem 1, R-C similar transformation only possibly change GMV of the vice diagonal of M in (8) . Let M First, we prove that transformation s will not change the number of SMSs. It is easy to see that s is just the R-C transformation P , and s is the R-C transformation P = P , P , , where
Proof. It is easy to see
respectively. Both P , and P are symmetric. So they will not change the number of SMSs of magic squares. Table 3 gives n i,j (the number of basic forms of magic squares in M i,j ), the number of basic forms in C i for i = , . . . , at the last column that was given by [4] and the number of basic forms in G j for j = , . . . , at the last row. As we mentioned in Section 1, C i and C −i have the similar properties, it is not necessary to list results for C i , i = , , . . . , . Table 3 shows that there are 750 basic forms in G . As we mentioned that magic squares in G should have more balance properties, we nd that there are 375 magic squares with center 13 and 375 magic squares satisfying more conditions
These additional conditions were discussed in [5] (refer to Figure 1 ) and it was pointed out that they are essential one condition. The union of these two subclasses has 625 basic forms. 
Relationships of 15 equations
In Subsection 3.3 we classify M into 9 categories G to G . In this subsection, we give some further classi cation for G i , i = , , based on relationships of equations from (V-1) to (V-15). Let us look at G rst. It is straightforward to show that A to A are all 5-CES.
Situation B: number 13 in the diagonal GMV
The number 13 is a special element as it is the median of 25 elements of a magic square of order 5. Its location in the magic square can provide some useful information. If "13" locates in the center of magic squares of order 5 (i.e. m = ), there are 4 GMVs passing through it. If "13" locates in any other position of two diagonals (except the center), i.e., m ii = , i = , , , (main diagonal) or m x, −x = , x = , , , (vice diagonal), there are 3 GMVs passing through it. If "13" does not locate in the diagonals, there are 2 GMVs passing through it (see Figure 2) . The GMV that contains "13" may contain no CP (complementary pair) or 2 CPs as − = = × (refer to Section2.1). . We can use these properties to prove that C to C are all 3-CES.
Proof. We only prove C to be a 3-CES with condition m + m + (m + m ) = . As a result, if we know any two equations of (V-3),(V-5) and (V-14), then the remaining one must be satised. Thus C is a 3-CES. The proofs for C to C and C are similar.
Conclusion remark
This paper is concerned with classi cation of magic squares of order 5. Two approaches are proposed. One is based on the generating magic vectors and their three classes by which a new method "generating magic vector class set" (GMV class set) is suggested. A complete classi cation for M is given. Another approach is based on the R-C similar transformation and the number of similar magic squares. These approaches are new in the study of magic squares. We nd that de nition of the basic form for M in the literature should be modi ed. A complete classi cation for M in the sense of number of similar magic squares is given. Relationships between the new de ned basic forms and the number of similar magic squares are studied.
